English
















Working on our literacy targets
Developing comprehension skills
Developing our grammar skills
Improving our writing and
punctuation
The Big Write








Autumn term
Class Holly
2018

Maths
Working on our math’s targets
Numbers up to and past 100
2D and 3D shapes
Art
Emotions
Emoji Art
Edward Munch













Computing
We are TV Chefs!
Investigate recipes
Programme a sandwich
making robot
Develop a recipe
Film a recipe video
Edit and review our video







Looking at light and darkness
Reflection and mirrors
What is the role of the sun?
How are shadows formed?
What are transparent and opaque
materials?

History
The Stone Age







Under the sea
Titanic
Atlantis (Greek Gods)
Athletics
Strength
Stamina
Team building
Agility

Science
Light and Shadows



PE






PHSE
Relationships
Working collaboratively
Being a team
The qualities of a friend
Living in the wider world
Types of discrimination

Britain from the Stone Age – Iron
Age.
How did people in the Stone Age
live?
Weapons
Cave drawings
Food
Animals
RE

Music
Care and Concern






Tempo and Rhythm
What do we know already?
Learning new songs
Understanding musical notes
practicing songs and skills

. What does it mean to care?
. Who cares for us?
. What does care and concern mean for
religious people?
. What makes a card a ‘Christmas card’?
. Why do some cards have the names of
charities on them?
. How do organizations show care at
Christmas?
Geography
Connecting ourselves to the world.






Investigating places and using
maps and atlases
Investigating a Europe and its
location in the world.
Comparing my own locality with a
different locality
Learning about different counties
and cities of the UK and locating
them

DT
Healthy Party foods
 What are healthy foods?
 Why is it important to be healthy?
 How can we design healthy party foods?
 Designing healthy party foods for different people
 What foods can we include?
How you can help at home:
Go to the library and research life during the Early English Settlers
Use the internet to research European countries
Research map designs from different countries.
Complete surveys about healthy eating at home.

